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"I SAY PUH INTO THE MIC."
"Something called the culture wars took place."

"She’s really a placebo person."
"Medicine is useless"
"Because it's such a huge room."
"Many women did go to sanitariums"

"Have this 500 page manuscript, everyone does."
"I FINALLY FOUND THE HILLS
OF MY BOOK."

"Blue-Green Emptied my bag of tricks"
"Could be a vehicle for difference"

"Brown Emily Dickinson tomato victory"
"If there's no god, what is the vehicle"
"Moment when a hallucination
reverses itself"
"He's a residue of a gesture."
"Everything got drowned."
"I’m from Vermont."
"As far as rituals go, it's not complicated.."

"I decorated my reading copy"

"A false bottom"

"COULDN’T MAKE BOMB BEAUTIFUL"

"an artful lie that claims to the truth"

"Once my body felt like an altar
by feeling alone"
"You’re going to be doing a lot of clapping."
"Make numbers"

"Like any beautiful thing
it’s full of rules"
"A reserved space"
"How we come to predict"

"IT’S HER HEART TELLING YOUR HEART
TO HAVE A HEART."

Feedback mechanism
"In my meted eyelid"

"Palpable tributaries"

"Red pearl"
"HER HANDSHAKE FELT JUST LIKE
A HAND JOB."
"it could be a castle"
"Are you alone when you’re dripping?"
"All I ever wanted to be was a soldier."

"Fucking Holyoke."
"LOVE WAS USURY"
"(the notebook)(next token)"
"An ample it"

"The mammals have gained access to weaponry."

"melancholy, you sweet bitch"

"The only mistake was starting at the beginning."

"Interventions in space"

"When photography was so young"

"Lead singer falls to the floor"

"never had this incredible mystery panic"

"interpretations overwrought"
"Now the wife speaks"

"Maybe she just likes yellow."

"a universe I once thought I inherited"

"negative explode"
"Instantaneous

re-runs"

"Under infrequent trees"

"VIOLENT STILLNESS"
"Public teleportation"
"as humans sometimes forget"

"between cigarettes"
"people are shadows too"
"Something I’ve been translating"

"What we’ve come to believe"
"Get the Crisco"
"sluicing"
"There are some words
I don’t know what to do with."

"CLOUDS SKATED OVERHEAD"
"It already pulls forms"

"Here is no longer possible."

"Who will catch the fallen?"

"Some of those chocolates
may have melted in my bra."

"You’re begging or you're giving"
"Emily match flame"
"Not in Antarctica"
"His

pajamas drenched"

"It is not a question"

"A schizophrenic schizophrenic"
"Is it a picture of desire or
a picture of loss"

"How a photographic portrait"
"pyramid eye"
"(did not self-medicate)"

"The wasteland glows"
"I am not the I (eye?)"
"Infuse the visible"

"A rocket has landed in my hand."
"THE BAD LUCK WAY TO SHOW THREE."
"We will not sing"

"Panties little guilt"

"Ears

"I'm trying to get to that point where I'm able to begin."

"Composing and recomposing flashes"

taste fumes"

"rules in tiny lines"

"Irises and shadows"

Lived without plumbing until 1963

"and then to get it

"our telescopic"

and give it away"

"APPLAUSE STALES"

"AN EDIBLE ARRANGEMENT"

"Will it be properly late when
we reach the cemetery?"

"As if you look into a shallow box"

"small cloud of this"
"Rivers are discrete"

"Assessment indestructible"
"Veracity fails"

"How many times is she going to come back?"

"Girls fill the stage"

"born into secret"

"our taste for the purgative"

"Because of my attempt"

"the overground period is over"

"a peristaltic reflex"

"SHE JUST LIKES THE SQUIRMING"

"mountains of vanity"

"Let me see the ravish of time"

"This was my eclipse"
“I WANTED TO PUT THIS DASCHUND
EVERYWHERE I COULD PUT HIM.”
"a directory of waste"

"immanent visitation"
"horizon in blood"
"Her feeling for a fog"

"rather manually adjusted"

"Out a green door"

"A color I once thought of"

"Die recrimination stupid"

"all that sand in my mouth"
"resorting to predictable"
"in gerund form"
"Beauty’s actual transparency"

Ambivalence to technology

"Desire in loss"
"After the Baltic grey of farewell rain"
"Decayed

breath"

"A screen of dogwood
And breath"

"GETTING FUCKED BY THE TAIL
END OF LIFE."

"you think I sing because I have a mouth"
“THIS MAKES SENSE IN THE CONTEXT OF A DIFFERENT POEM.”
"They must have slipped us."
"Can you smell her burning from"
"every theatre"

"oh apple cheeks"

"Put out the lamp or we’ll make you."

"Practice letting the mouth speak."

"I bury aleph"

"Still

"and pictorial guard"

half-seeing someone"

"86,000 our brain so we love"

"Sweat

"that which refuses to be"

"Laughed like twins"

"a pair of that tune"

"Somatic dross bossy"

"embryonic lunar light"

"Birds – out of the wind"

"Evidence is another way of looking"

"in the game"

"Him gastric apartment burrow Zero"

"A LENDING LIBRARY FOR PUPPETS
WAITING TO BECOME GAY."

"What sentenced the woods"

"the wet paint of a music burned in limestone"
"It’s the mad lady"
"Women without hesitancy"

"THE INSIDE OF A RAINBOW"

"to choose to control"
"Hecate heckling feral eyes"

"trying to find some efficacy"
"I could not bring myself to choose"

like this final sweat"

"Common cloudy scene"

"a ghost mutates"

"Colloquial blending"
"Are you more appreciative
of Jessica now that she brought good wine?"
"What does the image
reveal that you would
otherwise not see."
"wild false hinges"
"a male womb sewed me up in muscle"

"The Vortex stewed gnarled"

"calling out capers"

"what was being revealed"
"THE POEM WITH THE EMOTICONS"
"it has no etymology"
"Volume folded over"

"Make sure they have a driver"
"I

tell my brother John"

"the pleasures of merely
circulating"
"I told you about the experience
with the fiery horse."
"Whirling urgent"

"There are lovers everywhere"

A dash with integrity
"They identify with the place but not with
the place’s agenda."
"Can a book heal a book"

"The past is too inadequate to recall"

"GOD, ANA’S TALL."

"Time and its companion, light"

"now I don't know what to wear"

"spaces for epitaphs"

"Beyond leafy"

"Kind of bossy"
"It is something"

"there is no reporting of suffering"
"Zippers crotch catching cry"

"the death magic"

"the aggregation of hard wills"

"no one ever replied"

"She neglects to mention that
She was born in Bloomington, IL"

"I BEND ON GLASS KNEE"

"I had to ask her not to talk so much"

"the triptych of ancestors"
"It looked like a tremendous window opened."
"What I have always had instead
Of a mind."

"concrete bridges"
"WE WORKED THROUGH THE DEAD CELLS TIME"
"A

poem is not an abstraction"

"a blink shattered/shadowed"
"Are you ever black?"
"Gravel ski shameful"

"struck by the novelty of the thing"

"Finding difference through the medium of the other."
"Subject is articulate and soft spoken."
"Chocolate visible standing"

"Shame knows all through"
"anime anima animus"
"Dirty snow leaked game crimsons"

"The increase is beautiful"
"The only thing you know
about me is what you know
about yourself."
"Scar travels to us"
"But

is a product of the body"

"In what place is blackness"

"Hair or brains gone wild"

"but what if the ghost is empty"

"Quarrel

"we enter as benefactors"

"Dream of a future real"

"Come home to cactus chewing."

"A rather deviant interest in tongues"

"Teeth saxophone lizard snows"

“BUT THAT REALLY HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THE POEM.”

"making distance flight"
"scar depends"
"Crazy snow crust trapped no think"

"torso – limbs interchangeable"
"mud has no recourse"
"I’m a product"
"snatch anything that
moves"
"Words in their places"

The dash implicit
"in excess of light"
"body elongates like a probe"
"THE OVERTHERENESS OF HERE"

of the mechanical island"

"most of them vaporize before falling"
"M words"
"even stasis is a willing of sorts"
"cannot stop dullness"
"no difference between the skin she claims as her own"
"That voice trajectory can’t hear us"

"POSSIBLY WITH A TYPIST OR AN EASEL"
"Is a shadow a real shadow?"

"Transparent nudity grew"
"because it is making room for you."

"Not sad, just quiet"
"Dissonance knowing what did"

"red plastic vulva"
"Paranoia is"

"Living upon this memory now."
"pirate animal sea scroll"
"Words point to"

"above the dark drain"
"WE WHO DO NOT SEE"

"I kept trying the dial but
couldn't find the right interference"
", and air"
"Though

is not to say it does not"

"Both called song"

"Wilt cucumber worn"
"Before it travels from
premise to conclusion"
"times impossibly broken"

"already the repetitions"
"No way after Labor Day
without the proper training."
"More and more a story"

"I AM NOT EVEN FRONT YARD"

"Ballet the moon’s indifference"

"A sentence our senses"

"A violence"

"But directional"

"Showing them to the moon"

"I do not know what I am but I am soon to be released"

"It was meant in a very affectionate way."

"The plausible"

"Why each snapshot of him now"

"My son was on his way"

"fish like dogs are everywhere"

"THEY MAKE THE DOORS
SO YOU DON’T NEED HANDS"

"Farther and fainter"

"As if she was incoherent"
"Exist,

as a closed"

"my fallen hair is collected"

"diaspora"

"The glass being where we all live."

"the spaces where sight is allowed"

"Deep but dazzling"

"Typography yes"

"Overlooked that self who exists"

"pieces of wings"

"Always a floor to sweep"

"To come out of her body with her body."

"Its rude, squeeze our nipples"

"one hair shimmering"

"chasing the waterline"
"I HARBOR THE STATUS QUO"

Consonantal quadrangular
"Of integration poets"

"every passion is a threat"
"I wasn’t listening to him"
"Tumbleweed

dust"

"40 publications in 20 months"
"Overlooked water of blue"

"Another bold-faced lie"

"Coming into tongues"

"heart divided, you prefer earth"

"cultivation is civi i ization"

"pink pink pink"

"my words were my sexual experience"

"As if nothing he says could ever be out of the ordinary"

"Building decision principality"

"DISSECT THE INNARDS OF GROTESQUED CUBED"

"7 times bound with rope"

"Intervene's black remorse"

"nothing is so mysterious as that which presents itself to your senses"

Alli is counting backward
quietly at the microphone

"She pursed her lips"

"A green room to grieve in"
"Will not evolve under the tutelage of her gaze"
"Headdress graduating need"

"RESPECTABLE
BY SETTING A MIRROR
IN THE BOTTOM OF MY DELUSION"

"Breathing"

"I'm tired of eating birds"
"Picture immobile spirit enter"
"Always

the curse curses you"

"The book points down to it"

"Adequate tolerable"

"Pterodactyls"
"Intrusion chiaroscuro"

"am I heard?"
"SYLLABIC INK"
"I’m going to say the name
Of the person who’s reading next."

"Can’t see anything except the words."
“This isn’t really going to work out.”
"I just forgot, or maybe I remembered"

Poetics of flow

"stuttering like flowers or jello"

"now while I have the correct
pronunciation in my head"

"a voice expires"

"once it secretes results, desert it"

"red wash wrecked"

"Index maybe awed"

"If the Sabbath is"

"We’re so awkward we need
to be restrained."

"soft rock from the guys next door"

"Crimson

thistle"

"ruby-throated"
"The 12th of never or"

“It didn’t burn very much.”
"We have his ear"
"Attack of the giant leeches"

"There were tunnels"

"His hem. Surfacing
From the marsh. "

"Jeweled ashtray"

"Neglected

"its private history"

"rainbow edges"

"I love a soldier."

"(days of) no writing pile up"

"Return them secretly – fists"

"TO MAKE SURFACE YIELD
SOMETHING OTHER THAN SURFACE"
"Landing. Pull them, littering the
New year. "

from idleness"

"YOU ARE THE SEX OF MY VIRGIN"
"The dreambook of Close-ups"

"Then you can’t dial"
"The purchased word"

"So much downgrading"

"I love Chinatown"

"phrasal duration"

"local circulation- peanuts"

"Breath"

"Drunk and transfigured"

"my torn mosaic"
"Laughter opera"

"You begin to think about telepathy."

"a puddle of sparrows"
"THERE IS NO SOLOMON HERE"
"Get a stenographer"

"negative paradise"
"Then you turn it off"
"Death in small doses"
"The

hidden – O"

"High exactly as sober"
"Partly from the pillow"

"only tourists sit in front of the beach. I like that."
"THE BLUR OF EYES"
"the place I'm from is no longer on any map"

Perpetual change
"losing honesty for sexuality"
"Too many dream
Of the Teflon twins"

"Cuz even now I’m lying"
"if it wil s and it is a fairytale"

"Everybody"
"Into an hourglass"

"There’s a Sunday, I’ll never
forget it"
"That was a good day"

"THE BEST WAY TO THRIVE
IS TO STARE OUT TRAIN WINDOWS"

"All that matters
is that the thing
is the thing
is the thing."

"Scorn is very motivating"

"blue latitudes"

yourself available."

"Changing the present into something"
"Orgy of publicity"

"the phonograph only crackles
with the b side down"

"THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF ONE PERSON"

"If you want to talk about actuality"

"Propensity for deep piracy"

"Chemical boxes"

"Silly counterpart"
"driving down B street"
"I elect the hysteria of electric pink"
"the purple belt"
"All

the poets are hidden"

"Can’t feel poof the hand"

"Sometimes it's better not to make

"This shy lust for place"
"how the ash drifts and lands in my coffee"
"I go to my father's house"
"The most safe anxious part"

"dutifully afraid"

"relieve more frequently"

"we don’t believe in"

"I’m here to remember poetry"

"Time circulars"

"AS IF THE OTHER DAYS WERE GONE"

"His yes the glare"

"Tell

"Wavering normal shitting profuse"

tell re-tell"

"try to avoid mind-reading"

"all that is real is in the room"

"I am Robert Duncan."

"not here but here"

"narrative fattening"

"ONLY TO RECALL"

"for all of these and all of the others"

"That

"Isn’t diagnosis horrible?"

"My tyrannical intelligence"

"The apple avoiders"

"I would write about horses"

"A lamp"

"But right now it's just trying to score 7,000."

"I think we should be Serious."

"bunker buster bong"

"Waiting for a car to run out of gas"

"it seems like everyone I know has wandered here"

"and Saturn is more than the worth of all of its rings"

"When you asked me about having a secret."

(Brandon is hiding behind the curtain to laugh)

"Men are flags withers housecat"

"the deleted constellations"

"words don't arrive"

"Inhibited profuse rising"

"laziness in a cheap hotel room"

"Everything is slightly hidden from me."

"I work for the Wizard of Oz."

"The bee hits the back of my throat"

"FEAR. WRATH. DISASTER. WOE."

“That was the sora.”

ocean in their brains"

"Fine butter trap clock intwists"

"They’re giant."
"Whispering. Rain quiet fifth."

"You always were the curse and I was the continuity."
"he said he's having a strange way of remaining animated"
"all the other proletarian fences"

“It has pearly paper which is supercool”
"Deer see one yet all houses"

"I HALLUCINATE YOU"
"Valuing freedom before knowing what it is."
"Rested

by night on his silence"

"The right page"
"the imaginary community"

"Elvis hermaphrodite afterlife"
"Drink rotting what?"

"the matter demands attention"
I said "I’m always aroused by blinking."

"and walk after the words"
"What’s my name?"

"Do a dangerous thing"

"each fulfillment precludes it"

"primarily the nonreversible"

"The doing we fight for"

"Bacilli asphalt film disobedience"

"by way of words"

"where we all spoke Arabic
and got along"

"Stained feet filament a doubler sugar"

"A persona of a person"

"This is the designated pickup spot"

"There are many forms"

"Bad sunsets"

"QRSTU"

"Fuck tripods."

"Mirages buzzards"

"menagerie"

"Why hobbling myself scowls"

"My shy handful."

"I'm no expert on fire"

"Date with science ampersand negative"

"the inability to write"

"WHITE WINE VULNERABLE TOO"

"dither, zephyr"

"Feeling

"Typographical indices wrote excoriate"

my syllables"

"Land liquidity gel reliquary"

"They are laughing"

Everything influencing everything.

"SMELLED WHALEBONE"

"martinizing all the first
criminalists."

"Oh, you said that."

"I don't wish to claim birth"
"Thin as water"

"A hair shirt"
"What

alone my aloneness is."

"to love the shape of sound"

"I could feel it was the last time."

"that it would lecture or nothing"

"outside the decades of
continuous debt"

"Glue dazed creamsicle farmer"

"music will be explored"
Brian Teare’s blue sweater unraveling

"the holy virgin was already a Dadaist"

"the shadow my hand makes"

"diagonals of instant"

"Could I have the Beatitude?"

"It’s not done yet."

"The

"I feel I could recognize the future."

"Troy has fallen."

"Staying awake nights"

"Bottomless pop"

"I read backward to the source"

"I am not suggesting this tracery"

"Edge agriculture rocking phallic"

"Norma Church Mailer"

"The challenged
milk people"

"It’s not the real dress.
It’s a replica.
Let us see its rot."

"leprechaun"
"UNTIL YOU’RE DYING BENEATH IT"
"Impossibly weeps depth help"

"Those in the song with you"
"Whatever is abandoned
and not abandoned."
"I assumed it was a temporary thing."

entire process benign."

"Slide rim dear vigor"

"THE HUNTER’S GONE HOME"

"earthworm"
"she says yes and not mostly no"
"draped in the last affection"
"if anyone is sleepy"

(He takes the memory into Hell
behind the curtain
and red streamers fly out)

"How can anyone not like Keanu Reeves?"

"who returned to disturb"

"It is only because we can count to three, we can count to two."

I am what I am because of all of this.

"HIS READYMADE ARMS"

"End rock road shaming ghost"

“That’s one of my inverted I stories.”

"Broth Canada simone"

“To write is to kill"

"more like a TV series than a
geography"

"makes them move away"

"Subliminal sleeping"

"expending dry cake you got slag"

"Succulent among history atomic"

"neutral words without connotations"
"Is. Scandal timing. Genetics"

"my damned but gleeful forgery"
"The body is a record"

"You

gave me a very important gift,

Loneliness."
"Exceptionally egg last shitty role"

"Frank lost his fruitcup"
"That day I don’t think anybody cried."
"change frameworks wrong crotch"

"White or orange interruption"
"broken/glassy sidewalk"

"Limitations

of sadism"

"His crop prospers"
"Recruit arboration I’ll mention"

"You can’t know because the ghost
doesn’t tell you."
"Hemisphere lost"
"voids in the decimal system"

"Mr. Willibee
saw the top hat change positions"

"the real
works for me"

"all spaces merge"

"Crying. Let them run."

“As poets we have death"

"Image: sad thinker"

"Momentary graceful formation"

"Fuck

"it’s death that teaches you
to speak of anything."

"Privacy can creep"

"burst or die"

"If you've worked one day,
then you’ve worked your last day."
"Aquaman travelers novel"

"Smells like Andy Warhol."
"CRUISING STARS"

"Where’s the medicine’s timetable?"
"Cohabitation dissolving. more
Than half of all stars are
twins."

"try on the wolfskin and real reality"
"A hot time for an old town"
"To watch science programs
on PBS."

me in azaleas"

Aldo Leopald.
"Philosophy chokes on a small fragment."

"Who told you licorice
was made of worms?"
"Lungs on the outside"

"Then we close
long before we reach conclusion."
"What the caterpillar builds around itself must be
as strong as bullets."
"Habituate oneself to curvature"

"accent on "the" at the end of every line"
"Pocket any pencil"

"WHOLE NUMBERS GONE MISSING"
"Glowing colts"

"The tops of hedges"

"words or graphite return as chemo"
"because she did not recognize the sign"
"Distinct

tart aftertaste"

There was an encore.
"Pandora opened her box
on the winter solstice."
"not a moon by definition"

LEGEND:
Agency FB is from CJ Martin and Julia Drescher, 10-18-09, David Brazil and Sara Larsen's house

Metro is from May Day Reading for Beatitute, Les Gottesman, Sarah Menefee, Erik
Noonan and Nicholas James Whittington, 5-1-10, Bird & Beckett Books

Bernanrd MT Condensed is from Briane Teare and Kate Greenstreet, 10-24-09, Small Press Traffic at CCA

Nadine 2 Extended is from Cara Benson Kate Durgin, 511-10, City Lights Books

CASTELLAR IS FROM ANA BOžInEVIh AND AMY KING, 11-6-09, GREEN
ARCADE

OCR A Extended is from Denise Newman,and John Sakkis and
Angelo Sakkis, 5-26-10, Books & Bookshelves

Denmark is from Poets Theater Night Two 2010, 1-22-10, Small Press Traffic
CCA

Paperclip is from Bay Area Poetry Marathon, Melanie
Farley, Dana Teen Lomax, Catherine Meng, Erin Morrill,
Patricia Powell, Jaime Robles, Eleni Stecopoulos and Jill
Stengel, 7-31-10, California College of the Arts' Writers
Studio

Enview is from Kelsey St Press reading, 1-28-10, Books &
Bookshelves
Forte is from Leland Hickman Tiresias reading, 2-6-10, the Poetry Center series, at Unitarian
Church

Quill is Resistance Reading, Neeli Cherkovski, John Landry, Micah Ballard, Sunnylyn Thibodeaux, Patrick James
Dunagan, Jason Morris, Josie Schoel, Zachary Martin, 8-28-10, Bird & Beckett Books

Gaslight is CAConrad, 3-11-10, David Buuck's house

Rockwell Condensed is Ken Edwards & Myung Mi Kim, 9-25-10, the Poetry Center series, at the Meridian Gallery

Haettenschweiler is Talk by Jonathan Skinner followed by the screening of Immortal Cupboard: In Search of Lorine Niedecker by
Cathy Cook, 3-12-10, Small Press Traffic and the Poetry Center, at Artist's Television Access (ATA)

Scroll is from Sara Larsen and Rachel Zolf, 10-18-10, Condensery Series

Intrepid is Boog City presents, 3-17-10, Books & Bookshelves

Templett is from Kenneth Irby and Susan Thackrey, 11-6-10, The 99 Books Reading Series at
Canessa Park

June is from Laura Hinton and Laura Moriarty, 4-2-10, Norma Cole's house
Kristen ITC is from Jason Morris, Patrick Dunagan, and J Grabowski, 4-6-10, Evergold
Gallery

LED Board Reversed is from Bhanu Kapil, Stephen
Rodefer, 4-18-10, The (New) Reading Series at 21
Grand

About Poetry Reading:
I originally thought to make Poetry Reading as textual bootlegs, each on a different
Broadside for each; but came to realize that some readings did not have enough text
for a whole broadside and many had way too much for one. So thought to collage them
together in the same style as the previous chapbooks Document (ary) and Kine(sta)sis;
(ypolita and dusie year 2, respectively) the third in a Trilogy. Unfortunately, there
were not enough colors to distinguish the different readings, as I used in the other two
books, so I settled on fonts.
I still think of them as textual bootlegs; the sound is a little fuzzy, I may have heard
things completely wrong, or heard right but can't read my own scribbles. In some cases
I would write one word of a phrase at a time but collaged them into their own phrase
or line, so the idea of factual verbatim is absent in this project.
Thanks to all the poets, I love you. And thanks to the various venues and curators of
the series'. I love you too.

